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Hairy Buttercup Ranunculus sardous Crantz 

Bulbous Buttercup Ranunculus bulbosus L. 

 

Classification and Description 

Several species of buttercup are found in Tennessee. Two of the 
most common are hairy buttercup and bulbous buttercup. They 
are not native to the United States and are members of the but-
tercup family (Ranunculaceae). They can be found in pastures, 
hay fields, roadsides and marginal areas. Although bulbous 
buttercup is a perennial and hairy buttercup is an annual, they 
are similar in appearance (Fig. 1). Both species grow from basal 
rosettes that form in late autumn and winter. Leaves are pal-
mately 3-lobed, 0.75 to 2 inches long and wide, alternate up-
ward, and hairy. Stems are erect, hairy, single or branching 
from base, and can reach heights of 24 inches. Solitary flowers 
open in the spring and are pale to bright sulfur yellow, 0.5 to 1 
inches wide, with 5 petals and numerous stamens (Fig. 2). The 
fruit is an aggregate of 10 to 40 achenes in a globose or oblong 
head, turning brown at maturity. The best way to differentiate 
the two species is to dig up and examine the underground plant 
parts. Bulbous buttercup has slightly thickened roots that arise 
from a corm or “bulb-like” base while hairy buttercup has fi-
brous roots and does not have a swollen base (Fig. 3). Both 
species spread by seed but bulbous buttercup can also regener-
ate from corms. 

 

Problems in Pastures and Hay Fields 

Buttercups are not as palatable as desirable forages in a pasture, 
and cattle will selectively graze around them. However, butter-
cup species contain the oil protoanemonin, which can cause 
oral and gastrointestinal irritation. Toxicity varies with species, 
age, and habitat, but in general, the leaves and stems of flower-
ing plants have the highest concentration. Poisoning is uncom-
mon, but can occur when desirable forages are in short supply. 
The oil volatilizes rapidly, so plants found in dried hay do not 
pose toxicity problems. Buttercups can also compete with 
grasses and increase in density over time. Since buttercups ma-
ture in late spring, they can significantly impact the first hay 
cutting. If not managed, buttercup seed will accumulate in the 
soil and provide new generations of weeds every year.  

Fig. 1. Hairy buttercup (L) and bulbous buttercup (R). 

Fig. 3. Hairy buttercup (L) is not swollen at the base, whereas bulbous 

buttercup (R) has an enlarged corm. 

Fig. 2. Buttercup flowers.  
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Management in Pastures and Hay Fields 

Prevention is a crucial component in the management of pasture and hay field weeds. Even just a few mature buttercups growing in a 

field or brought in from hay bales can provide seed for hundreds of plants the following year. In severe infestations, herbicides are 

usually needed as part of a control program. Timing is critical for effective buttercup management. Waiting to spray a field when it is 

a “sea of yellow” is too late because many of the plants have already gone to seed. The best time to spray is in the fall (late October 

to early December) or late winter to early spring (March to early April). One advantage of spraying in the fall may be time availabil-

ity. Springtime is very busy for many producers who are in the middle of calving or preparing row crop ground. Another advantage 

of fall application is there may be fewer gardens and sensitive crops growing that can be injured by herbicide drift. Regardless of a 

fall or spring application, it is important to have three days where temperatures reach 60  F, so that herbicides can be most effective. 

Another factor to consider is the height of surrounding forages and thatch. Since buttercup rosettes are low growing, the grass should 

not be so tall that it prevents the spray from reaching the weeds. 

University of Tennessee research indicates that 2,4-D ester applied pre-bloom will adequately control hairy buttercup. However, 

products containing aminopyralid (GrazonNext HL) or dicamba (Banvel, Clarity, Oracle, others) will give more complete control of 

bulbous buttercup. As is the case with all pesticide applications, be sure to thoroughly read and follow the label directions. Also, 

remember that practicing good herbicide stewardship is everyone’s responsibility. For more information regarding herbicide stew-

ardship and reducing off-target damage to sensitive crops, please visit our website: herbicidestewardship.utk.edu. 
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Disclaimer 

This publication contains pesticide recommendations that are subject to change at any time. The recommendations in this publication are provided only as a guide. It 

is always the pesticide applicator's responsibility, by law, to read and follow all current label directions for the specific pesticide being used. The label always takes 

precedence over the recommendations found in this publication.  

Use of trade or brand names in this publication is for clarity and information; it does not imply approval of the product to the exclusion of others that may be of simi-

lar, suitable composition, nor does it guarantee or warrant the standard of the product. The author(s), the University of Tennessee Institute of Agriculture and Univer-

sity of Tennessee Extension assume no liability resulting from the use of these recommendations. 
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